What area are we looking at tonight?

What are the main design drivers?

What are the key technical aspects found in Zone 4?

Which key features do you like for...

Which key features do you like for...

Please provide additional feedback on back
Thank you for your feedback!

What are your thoughts about...

WASHINGTON ST.

What are your thoughts about...

THE ENGINE HOUSE

Thank you for your feedback!

**SIGNAGE, SEATING, & SKATE STOP**

Industrial-themed Formliner

Extended Panels with Visual Effect

Changeable Panels

Graphic Mural

**STAND/LEAN & GATE STORAGE**

PERMANENT TREATMENT

SEMI-PERMANENT TREATMENT

FLEXIBLE TREATMENT

Wayfinding + Gateway aesthetic

Planter + Gateway aesthetic

Signage, Seating, & Skate Stop

Thank you for your feedback!

*Not all finish materials are reflected in vignettes shown on this pamphlet. Final finish types and location of finish types is still being evaluated.